Victor Lasky stacks Nixon's credibility against that of LBJ who came to Washington broke, never left government service, yet still amassed a multi-million dollar fortune...who, says Lasky, used spies against Goldwater in 1964...who wiretapped his political opponents regularly.

JFK who used the IRS to harass people on his own "enemies list"...who, says Lasky, won the 1960 election with grand scale voter fraud in Chicago...and whose extracurricular sexual activity while President was well known to the press corps, but kept secret from the public.

FDR who used the FBI to dig up dirt on his enemies...who tapped the home phones of some of his top advisors...who, Lasky says, violated civil liberties on a wholesale basis.

The author of JFK: THE MAN AND THE MYTH has written an explosive, documented book. It offers "smoking gun" proof that the same news-media people who dramatically uncovered Nixon's sins had for years cheerfully joined in covering up the scandals, deceptions, dirty tricks and illegalities of Democratic administrations. Lasky also builds a strong case for his contention that Watergate, in the final analysis, was a media event—created to topple a President as sinned against as sinning. It's not a story everyone will enjoy. It is a book you cannot afford to ignore.
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